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The Galactic cosmic-ray paradigm
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below 1015 eV
• origin in the disk of the 
Milky Way 
• propagate in > kpc halo 
(indirect evidence)
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γ rays as a charged particle tracer
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GULPING DOWN GASand cannibalizing its smaller neighbors, the Milky Way

galaxy is still in the process of forming. For a key to this image, see page 41.

COPYRIGHT 2003 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

Chasing cosmic rays in the halo

High-Velocity (HV) Cloud
infalling fresh gas

Intermediate-Velocity (IV) Cloud
gas ejected from disk

Wakker and Richter 2003 Scientific American 
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Target selection

selection criteria 
• distance/altitude bracket (stars)
• mass - distance detectable by the 
LAT

Milky Way disk
spiral arms

(from Hou et al 2009 A&A 499 473)

target
HV and IV

clouds
solar neighborhood
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Meet the targets
distance/altitude brackets

Wakker 2001 ApJS 136 463
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Analysis method 
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Fig. 3.— N(H I) column density maps for ROI A: a) Low-velocity (local) component, b) IV com-

ponent, the low-latitude IV Arch, c) HV component, Complex A. The black lines show the border

of ROI A, as used in the analysis. The maps are shown in zenithal equidistant projection.
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Fig. 1.— WCO intensities in the direction of ROI A. The map is shown in zenithal equidistant

projection. Blank pixels are set to zero. The black line shows the border of the ROI.

H2 in the external layers of molecular clouds (e.g., Wolfire et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2014). There190

can also be a contribution from atomic gas overlooked because of the approximations applied in191

deriving column densities from the H I line intensities. On large scales the DNM in the Milky Way192

is best traced by dust thermal emission or extinction and �-rays, which reveal correlated excesses193

on top of the components traced by H I and CO (e.g., Grenier et al. 2005; Abdo et al. 2010; Planck194

et al. 2014).195

In order to trace the DNM in this work we rely on the all-sky model of thermal dust emission196

by Abergel et al. (2013) based on Planck and IRAS data. We test both the map of optical depth197

at 353 GHz, ⌧353, and the map of total dust radiance, R. The angular resolution of these maps is198

50. They are used to construct maps of the DNM as described in 4.2. Since this involves fitting the199

N(H I) and WCO maps to the dust maps, we reproject the maps from Abergel et al. (2013) to the200

native grid of the former. Owing to the limited angular resolution of �-ray data and the other ISM201

tracers, we degrade the binning of the dust maps to 1/8� pixels. [We are checking the impact on202

the results from using the projection of the gamma-ray maps, which is locally flat. We anticipate it203

to be small]204

4. Construction of the interstellar medium tracer maps205

For each ROI we construct maps of the N(H I) column densities for low-velocity (local), inter-206

mediate velocity (IV), and high-velocity (HV) complexes, and maps of the DNM column densities.207

The maps are constructed over regions that include at least 5� boundaries around the ROI in order208
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Fig. 6.— DNM templates built from radiance R, as determined from the iterative fitting procedure

for the three ROIs A, B, and C. The magenta lines show the borders of the ROIs. The errors on R

were assumed to be proportional to R itself, with the proportionality constant defined so that the

reduced �

2 in the final fit is 1. The maps are shown in zenithal equidistant projection.

γ rays

local HI HI Low-Latitude IV Arch HI Complex A

CO (traces local H2) dust excess
(traces dark neutral medium)

= LAT PSF ⊗ exp ⋅

[ xHI,1 ⋅ + xHI,2 ⋅ + xHI,3 ⋅

+ xCO ⋅ + xDNM ⋅ ]⋅ qLIS(E) +

+ IC(l,b,Ε) + Isotropic(E) + 3FGL

γ-ray emission rate
(emissivity)

per H atom per dE
in Local Interstellar Space

Casandjian (2014)

scaling factor
γ-ray emissivity

cosmic rays

Preliminary
interstellar medium tracer data

LAB HI survey
CfA CO survey

Planck dust thermal emission model
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LAT analysis
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• 73 months of P7REP data
• binned likelihood analysis 
300 MeV - 10 GeV
• systematics:

• uncertainties in model 
input
• jackknife
• LAT instrument response
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Fig. 3.— N(H I) column density maps for ROI A: a) Low-velocity (local) component, b) IV com-

ponent, the low-latitude IV Arch, c) HV component, Complex A. The black lines show the border

of ROI A, as used in the analysis. The maps are shown in zenithal equidistant projection.
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Comparison to propagation models
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Preliminary

• emissivity decreases 
with z → 95% c.l. from 
Kendall test
• hint at steep decline 
of emissivity between 
1 and 2 kpc
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Comparison to propagation models
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Preliminary

• GALPROP - diffusion 
models
• results favor smaller 
halo
• boundary condition: 
zero at zmax, a limitation?

models from
Ackermann et al 2012 ApJ 750 3
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Final remarks
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• HV and IV clouds are suitable targets to measure cosmic rays 
in the Milky Way halo with LAT data

• decrease of cosmic-ray densities with distance from the disk 
at 95% c.l. → corroborates origin in the disk

• hint at steep decline of densities between 1 kpc and 2 kpc 
above the disk

• can constrain cosmic-ray propagation and outflow into 
extragalactic space


